Hi Mr. Raynak,
I was juror #___ on the Christopher Redondo trial.
1. You are an amazing attorney. I immediately found you to be smart, nice, funny,
respectful, and compassionate. Passionate too. I never had to ask many questions
because you generally addressed them before I could ask. You thought of things I didn't
think of myself as well. Thank you for addressing certain issues with authority when that
couldn't be easy, especially when the police seem to be held on a pedestal, and I'll keep
my opinions on that to myself. You held it together when I felt like rulings seemed
biased or unfair and you are classy as all hell with witnesses that just flat out refused to
work with you on any level and just argued the whole time. Which was quite a few. I
really admire you and think you're just wonderful at what you do.
2. I could tell you cared. And you cared about someone who no one else did. He didn't
even care. You fought so hard for someone who, in my opinion, doesn't even
understand the concept of fighting for himself and probably doesn't even think he's
worth fighting for. Someone has to fight for the people that no one else thinks is worth it
(and they may not be - who am I to say?). You really gave this guy such a good fight.
You are the heart of our justice system. That means a lot to me. Thank you for caring.
3. Piggybacking off that, you are strong. I'm sure you have to be, but it doesn't negate
that you are strong, and so strong. Never once did you let the gesturing, the head
shaking (only to your side of course), the laughing, and all the rest of the inappropriate
things those particular jurors did ever mess you up or interrupt you. Even with their
obvious bias, which I thought we weren't supposed to have, you never missed a beat.
That is strength.
So thank you for being you and doing what you did. I really appreciated it. Thank you.
Sincerely and with warm regards,

